INTRODUCTION

Capacitive sensors are PIC® MCU pins connected to an area of conductive material through an optional series resistor. As the environment changes around the sensor, the capacitance of the conductive material relative to ground will change. While there are many methods for measuring the capacitance of the pin, most require special hardware or an advanced digital filtering system to achieve a clean signal.

Microchip’s differential Capacitive Voltage Divider (CVD) acquisition technique has been developed to require only an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and a minimal amount of digital processing overhead. This allows CVD to be implemented on the widest range of devices.

This application note will describe how the mTouch™ sensing solution CVD capacitive sensing method is implemented, analyze how its signal behaves in relation to changes in the environment, and define several optional performance enhancements to increase sensitivity and decrease noise on the output.

The code provided in this application note is for education purposes only. It is highly recommended to use the mTouch sensing Framework and Library provided in Microchip’s Library of Applications (MLA, http://www.microchip.com/mla) for all real-world applications needing reliable noise rejection.

CVD is not the only technique available for measuring capacitance on a PIC device. Application notes on the Charge Time Measurement Unit alternative sensing method (AN1250, "Microchip CTMU for Capacitive Touch Applications"), as well as hardware and software design guidelines (AN1334, "Techniques for Robust Touch Sensing Design") are available on our web site at www.microchip.com/mTouch.

BASIC CAPACITIVE TOUCH OVERVIEW

Capacitive sensors are most commonly created by placing an area of metal-fill on a printed circuit board, but can also be as simple as a piece of aluminum foil. This conductive pad is then connected to a PIC device through a thin trace and an optional series resistor. As shown in Figure 1, the PIC device will continuously poll the capacitance of the pad and watch for a significant shift to occur. The sensor is high-impedance during the measurement stage of the scan, and low-impedance in all other states.

The definition of "significant" depends on the level of noise. The shift must be appreciably higher than the noise level in the worst-case conditions. If the environment could change quickly for the application, the shift must be higher than the maximum possible change caused by the environment. So, the overall noise is a combination of high and low frequency disturbances, originating from a variety of possible sources.

For this reason, the quality of a capacitive sensor’s signal should always be defined in terms of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as defined in Equation 1, and not simply in terms of the signal change when activated.

EQUATION 1: SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

$$SNR = \frac{\mu}{\sigma}$$

$\mu$ is the amount of change when activated
$\sigma$ is the standard deviation of the noise

This application note describes how the CVD measurement technique converts the sensor’s capacitance to an integer value for digital processing. However, Microchip does not recommend implementing CVD by hand! The mTouch sensing Framework and mTouch sensing Library provided in the Microchip Library of Applications implements the scan automatically, and has been tested to provide a high level of noise immunity. It is highly recommended to use these resources rather than implementing the scan from scratch.
CAPACITIVE VOLTAGE DIVIDER
OVERVIEW

CVD is a charge/voltage-based technique to measure relative capacitance on a pin using only the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) module. Since its only requirement is a common PIC device peripheral, this technique can be implemented on the largest number of devices.

This technique performs a relative capacitive measurement based on the size of the internal ADC sample and hold capacitance. The electrical specifications of the PIC device will define the typical value of this capacitor; however, due to manufacturing tolerances this may vary by up to 20%. For this reason, it is not recommended to use CVD to produce an absolute measurement unless a calibration is performed and environmental conditions can be ensured not to change. Touch and proximity applications only require a relative measurement. This allows changes in the environment to be tracked and filtered out, and avoids the need for calibration.

Sensing Method Benefits

There are several reasons why the CVD technique performs well in real-world applications. These characteristics increase the reliability of the final touch decisions and minimize the cost of capacitive touch integration.

• Low Temperature Dependence
  A 1-3% signal offset change from -20°C to +60°C is typical. It is commonly removed in software by following slow changes in the value of the sensor.

• Low VDD Dependence
  The CVD waveform is not significantly dependent on VDD because both the sensor’s charge and the ADC’s positive reference use this same value. Because of this, low frequency changes in VDD are attenuated to a high degree. However, high-frequency disturbances in VDD may cause unwanted signal noise.

• Minimal Hardware Requirements
  An optional series resistor is recommended to reduce high-frequency noise on the signal. If noise is not a concern, no external components are necessary.

• Low-Frequency Noise Rejection
  Offsets caused by low-frequency noise will affect the two ADC samples of the CVD waveform in the same direction. However, increased capacitance will affect them in opposite directions. Subtracting the two samples will double the signal while simultaneously eliminating the noise offset.

Note: The frequency range that is fundamentally rejected by the waveform will depend on the time delay between the two samples. The closer the samples are, the larger the bandwidth of noise rejection.

These benefits are not shared by every capacitive sensing technique, making CVD stand apart as an excellent choice for touch applications.

Theory of Operation

Assembly is the only recommended programming method for implementing CVD manually due to the importance of timing to the final SNR of the sensor. Microchip has provided libraries to implement the scan for you in the Microchip Libraries of Applications, and it is highly recommended to use this package rather than implementing the scan from scratch. This is available on our web site at www.microchip.com/mla. Assembly examples are also provided in this application note for several possible waveform configurations.

A capacitive sensor is connected to one of the PIC device’s analog pins. An optional series resistor can be placed in the circuit to create a low-pass filter, attenuating high-frequency noise on the signal. The sampling will then be performed exclusively by manipulating the input/output ports and the ADC.

STEP 1: PRECHARGE THE CAPACITORS

Two capacitors are charged to opposite voltages. The first time this is performed is "Sample A". The second time (described in steps 4-6) is "Sample B". This is shown in Figure 4.

Sample A:
• External sensor discharged to Vss.
• Internal sensor charged to VDD.

Sample B:
• External sensor charged to VDD.
• Internal sensor discharged to Vss.
STEP 2: CONNECT CAPACITORS AND SETTLE

The two capacitors are connected in parallel and the charges are allowed to settle. As the external capacitance increases, so does its initial charge (Equation 2). The internal capacitance does not change, so its charge remains constant. This step is shown in Figure 5.

STEP 3: ADC CONVERSION

The final voltage on $C_{\text{hold}}$ is determined by the size of the external capacitance in relation to the size of the internal capacitance (Equation 3).

STEPS 4-6: REVERSE THE PRECHARGE VOLTAGES AND REPEAT

The operation is then performed again, but this time the precharge voltages are reversed.

The difference between the two results is used as the current sensor reading. This is why the scanning technique is commonly called ‘differential CVD’. The complete waveform of the differential CVD sensing method is shown in Figure 2.

When a user approaches the capacitive sensor, the size of the external capacitance will increase with respect to the internal capacitance. This will result in a change in the settling voltages of the two samples.

For the Sample A, when the external sensor increases in capacitance and is discharged to $V_{\text{SS}}$, the final settling voltage will decrease. For the Sample B, when the external sensor increases in capacitance and is charged to $V_{\text{DD}}$, the final settling voltage will increase. Thus, as the external capacitance increases, the two settling points of the CVD waveform will diverge which causes a shift in the sensor reading.

Noise will cause a shift in the settled voltage based on the phase of the noise signal. For low-frequency noise, the phase will be approximately equivalent for both samples. Since the effect of the noise is roughly the same for both samples, we are able to significantly attenuate noise from our signal by taking the difference between the two settling points, causing the effect of the noise offset to cancel itself out. As the noise frequency increases, the quality of this noise rejection decreases and further filtering techniques become necessary. As the time difference between the two samples decreases, the ability to reject higher frequencies increases. This is one of the reasons why performing the scan in assembly (rather than C) can increase the noise performance of the sensing method.

FIGURE 2: DIFFERENTIAL CVD WAVEFORM

![Differential CVD Waveform Diagram]
Figure 3 shows a generic overall system diagram for a capacitive touch design on a PIC device.

**FIGURE 3: GENERIC PIC® DEVICE CAPACITIVE TOUCH SYSTEM DIAGRAM**

![Generic Touch System Diagram](image)

**STEP-BY-STEP ANALYSIS**

**Precharge Stage**

Both capacitors are charged to known, opposite voltage states, as defined in Equation 2. The internal ADC capacitance can be charged using either the drivers of an unused analog pin, another sensor’s pin, or (if available as an ADC channel selection on the chosen PIC device) the Digital-to-Analog Converter.

**EQUATION 2: PRECHARGE STAGE**

\[ Q_{base} = c_{base} V_{base} \]
\[ Q_{hold} = c_{hold} V_{hold} \]

- \( Q_{base} \) is the total external charge.
- \( Q_{hold} \) is the total internal charge.
- \( V_{base} \) is the voltage provided to the external sensor during the Precharge stage.
- \( V_{hold} \) is the voltage provided to the internal ADC hold capacitance during precharge.
- \( c_{base} \) is the base external capacitance in the ‘released’ state.
- \( c_{hold} \) is the internal ADC capacitance for the sensor.

As shown in Figure 4, the value of \( V_{base} \) and \( V_{ADC} \) will alternate for Sample A and Sample B of the waveform. In both cases, one voltage value will be \( V_{SS} \) and the other voltage will be \( V_{DD} \).

**Note:** Since \( V_{DD} \) is usually considered constant for an application, most of the following math will divide by \( V_{DD} \) to remove it from the equation. This is the same as assuming \( V_{DD} \) is equal to ‘1V’.

**FIGURE 4: PRECHARGE STAGE, SAMPLE A AND SAMPLE B**

![Precharge Stage Diagram](image)
Acquisition Stage

With the capacitors now charged to opposite voltage states, they are connected in parallel, as shown in Figure 5. This sums the charge across both capacitors as defined in Equation 3. The voltage across the capacitors will equalize by settling to a middle value based on the relationship of $C_{hold}$ to the external capacitance.

Since the capacitors are now in parallel, we can combine their values to get the total capacitance on the circuit.

$$C_{total} = C_{hold}C_{base} = C_{hold} + C_{base}$$

The total charge between the capacitors is the sum of the individual charges.

$$Q_{total} = C_{hold}V_{hold} + C_{base}V_{base}$$

Differential Result

The above equation for the settling voltage is the generic form, true for both the first and second of the differential samples. The actual settling voltage for the first sample ('A') is calculated by substituting 0 for $V_{base}$ and $V_{DD}$ for $V_{ADC}$. The second sample ('B') is calculated by substituting $V_{DD}$ for $V_{base}$ and 0 for $V_{ADC}$.

$$V_{A} = V_{settle}\{V_{hold} = V_{DD}, V_{base} = 0\}$$

$$V_{B} = V_{settle}\{V_{hold} = 0, V_{base} = V_{DD}\}$$

The reading for the sensor is then calculated by finding the difference between the two voltages. In practice, $V_{B}$ is usually a higher value than $V_{A}$, so we adjust the order of the subtraction to generate a positive result.

$$V_{\Delta} = V_{B} - V_{A}$$
Adding Finger Capacitance

Now, perform the same analysis but with an additional capacitor in the circuit: the user’s finger. This has the effect of changing the external capacitance and the total capacitance.

\[
C_{\text{external, pressed}} = C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}} \\
C_{\text{total, pressed}} = C_{\text{hold}} + C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}}
\]

Calculate the general form equation for the CVD settling voltage when a finger is present on the sensor:

\[
V_{\text{settle, pressed}} = \frac{(C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}}) V_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}} V_{\text{hold}}}{C_{\text{hold}} + C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}}}
\]

Use the equation for \( V_\Delta \) to calculate the settling point differential for the CVD waveform when a finger is present on the sensor:

\[
V_{\Delta \text{released}} = \frac{V_{\text{settle}} - V_{\text{hold}}}{V_{\text{DD}}} = \frac{C_{\text{base}} - C_{\text{hold}}}{C_{\text{hold}} + C_{\text{base}}}
\]
Timing Considerations

PRECHARGE DELAY
Definition: the amount of time spent charging the internal and external capacitors.

This delay does not have a significant impact on the noise performance of the system. However, if the CVD implementation is using other sensors as the reference voltage source to the internal hold capacitor, and either the sensor or its reference has a large time constant, it’s possible the default delay will not provide enough time for the external reference source to fully charge to VDD before exiting the Precharge stage.

If both capacitors are not charged completely, the sensors’ signals will be corrupted. The circuit no longer has a known charge prior to entering the Acquisition stage. Instead, the charge is now dependent on the capacitance. This is an inoperable mode for the CVD scanning method and should be avoided. The precharge delay should be increased until there is no doubt that a full charge will occur before every sample.

Looking at the waveform on an oscilloscope will add capacitance to the sensor equivalent to that of a very heavy press. If the oscilloscope shows the sensor is not fully charging before entering the Acquisition stage, the precharge time should be increased.

To increase the precharge time in the code examples provided in this application note, add more NOPs to the line after the comment “Optional additional and/or variable delay” and before the Acquisition stage.

To increase the precharge time in other code libraries or frameworks, look for the advanced waveform settings and find the precharge (sometimes called the Chold-Charge delay) setting.

ACQUISITION/SETTLING DELAY
Definition: the amount of time spent allowing the capacitors to equalize to a median voltage after being precharged to opposite states.

During the entire Acquisition stage of the CVD waveform until the ADC conversion has begun, the sensor will be set to an input (TRIS=1) which means it will have a high-impedance. Any low-impedance source near the sensor will be able to affect the settled charge by either discharging or charging it further. In other words, this is the noise susceptible period of our waveform. For this reason, the time allowed for this stage should be minimized.

There is a trade-off to be considered when deciding on the amount of settling delay time. If the settling delay is too small, the charge across both capacitors will not fully settle to an equalized value. This will reduce the amount of sensitivity when additional external capacitance is added to the circuit. However, if the settling delay is too large, noise will be able to couple in to the sensor and corrupt the final voltage. In general, the settling delay should be set to the minimum amount of time that still provides at least 90-95% of the fully-settled sensitivity. Specific applications may require a longer settling delay (for example, if there’s a large external capacitance/resistance) or a shorter settling delay (for example, if noise in the design is a known problem).

DIFFERENTIAL DELAY
The amount of time between Sample A and Sample B.

The differential delay should be minimized in order to maximize the low-frequency noise rejection of the waveform.

Adding a small randomization to the time between the two samples will help attenuate noise in the lower kHz range but is not mandatory.

SAMPLING DELAY
Definition: the amount of time between Sample A and the next Sample A. In other words, the amount of time between CVD waveforms.

The sampling delay should be randomized to attenuate noise frequencies that are harmonics of the sampling rate of the sensor.

CVD WITH TWO ACQUISITION STAGES

The ideal settling voltage for a normal CVD waveform on both Sample A and Sample B is ½*VDD. This provides the largest separation between the settled voltage and the voltage rails, which maximizes its robustness against clipping due to noise. In order for the settling voltages to be near ½*VDD, the internal and external capacitors must be roughly equivalent.

If the internal capacitor is much larger than the external capacitor (or vice versa), the settling voltage will be proportionally dominated by the larger capacitor’s starting value. This results in a less-than-ideal level of sensitivity.

To solve this problem, two Acquisition stages can be chained together to force the final voltage closer to ½*VDD.

If the external capacitor is much larger than the internal capacitor:
• Perform the normal CVD Precharge and Acquisition stages. (Equation 3)
• Maintain the voltage on the external capacitor while simultaneously re-charging the internal capacitor.
• Perform another Acquisition stage. (Equation 6)
When viewing the sensor’s waveform on an oscilloscope, this process has the appearance of doubling the initial settled voltage from the first Acquisition stage as shown in Figure 8. For this reason, we call this the “Double-CVD Waveform.”

\[
V_{\text{double total}} = C_{\text{base}} V_{\text{normal settle}} + C_{\text{hold}} V_{\text{hold}}
\]

\[
V_{\text{double total}} = \frac{C_{\text{base}} V_{\text{normal settle}} + C_{\text{hold}} V_{\text{hold}}}{C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}}}
\]

FIGURE 8: DOUBLE-CVD WAVEFORM
If the internal capacitor is much larger than the external capacitor:

- Perform the normal CVD Precharge and Acquisition stages. (Equation 3)
- Maintain the voltage on the internal capacitor while simultaneously re-charging the external capacitor.
- Perform another Acquisition stage. (Equation 7)

When viewing the sensor’s waveform on an oscilloscope, this process has the appearance of halving the initial settled voltage from the first Acquisition stage as shown in Figure 9. For this reason, we call this the “Half-CVD Waveform.”

\[
Q_{\text{total}}^{\text{half}} = C_{\text{base}} V_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}} V_{\text{settle}}^\text{normal}
\]

\[
V_{\text{total}}^{\text{half}} = \frac{C_{\text{base}} V_{\text{sensor}} + C_{\text{hold}} V_{\text{settle}}^\text{normal}}{C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}}}
\]
Substituting the ‘normal’ settling voltage with Equation 3 and simplifying, the final settling voltages for the double and half waveforms are:

**EQUATION 6: SETTLING VOLTAGE FOR THE DOUBLE-CVD WAVEFORM**

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{\text{double}} &= \frac{C_{\text{hold}}^2(V_{\text{base}} - V_{\text{hold}})}{(C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}})^2} + \frac{2C_{\text{hold}}(V_{\text{hold}} - V_{\text{base}})}{C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}}} + V_{\text{base}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\(V_{\text{double}}\) is the final settling voltage for a Double-CVD waveform.

**EQUATION 7: SETTLING VOLTAGE FOR THE HALF-CVD WAVEFORM**

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{\text{half}} &= \frac{C_{\text{hold}}^2(V_{\text{hold}} - V_{\text{base}})}{(C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}})^2} + V_{\text{base}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\(V_{\text{half}}\) is the final settling voltage for a Half-CVD waveform.
Dual Acquisition-Stage Differential Results

The above equations for the settling voltages are the generic form, true for both the first and second of the differential samples. The actual settling voltage for the first sample (A) is calculated by substituting 0 for \( V_{\text{base}} \) and \( V_{\text{DD}} \) for \( V_{\text{ADC}} \). The second sample (B) is calculated by substituting \( V_{\text{DD}} \) for \( V_{\text{base}} \) and 0 for \( V_{\text{ADC}} \).

\[
V_A = V_{\text{sett}} \{ V_{\text{hold}} = V_{\text{DD}}, V_{\text{base}} = 0 \}
\]

\[
V_B = V_{\text{sett}} \{ V_{\text{hold}} = 0, V_{\text{base}} = V_{\text{DD}} \}
\]

The reading for the sensor is then calculated by finding the difference between the two voltages. In practice, \( V_B \) is usually a higher value than \( V_A \), so we adjust the order of the subtraction to generate a positive result. This math is illustrated in \textit{Figure 10}.

\[
V_A = V_B - V_A
\]

\textbf{EQUATION 8:} DIFFERENCE IN VOLTAGE BETWEEN THE TWO DOUBLE-CVD SETTLING POINTS

\[
\frac{V_{\text{double \ released}}}{V_{\text{DD}}} = \frac{C_{\text{base}}^2 - 2C_{\text{hold}}C_{\text{base}} - C_{\text{hold}}^2}{(C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}})^2}
\]

\textbf{Adding Finger Capacitance}

Now, perform the same analysis but with an additional capacitor in the circuit: the user’s finger. This has the effect of changing the external capacitance and the total capacitance.

\[
C_{\text{external, pressed}} = C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}}
\]

\[
C_{\text{total, pressed}} = C_{\text{hold}} + C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}}
\]

The difference in voltage between the two Double-CVD settling points when pressed:

\[
\frac{V_{\text{double \ applied}}}{V_{\text{DD}}} = \frac{(C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}})^2 - 2C_{\text{hold}}C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}} - C_{\text{hold}}}{(C_{\text{hold}} + C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}})^2}
\]

The difference in voltage between the two Half-CVD settling points when pressed:

\[
\frac{V_{\text{half \ applied}}}{V_{\text{DD}}} = \frac{(C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}})^2 + 2C_{\text{hold}}C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}} - C_{\text{hold}}}{(C_{\text{hold}} + C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{finger}})^2}
\]

Finally, calculate the total CVD signal by subtracting the unpressed differential from the pressed differential for both types. This is the amount of change in the sensor reading due to the finger being added to the circuit. \textit{Equation 10} and \textit{Equation 11} contain the values we should design to maximize.

\textbf{EQUATION 10:} PRESSED DIFFERENTIAL VALUE MINUS RELEASED DIFFERENTIAL VALUE FOR BOTH THE DOUBLE-CVD SCANNING METHOD

\[
\frac{C_{\text{VD, double}}}{V_{\text{DD}}} = \frac{2C_{\text{hold}}C_{\text{finger}}(2C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}} + C_{\text{finger}} + C_{\text{base}}C_{\text{finger}})}{(C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}})^2(C_{\text{finger}} + C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}})^2}
\]

\textbf{EQUATION 11:} PRESSED DIFFERENTIAL VALUE MINUS RELEASED DIFFERENTIAL VALUE FOR BOTH THE HALF-CVD SCANNING METHOD

\[
\frac{C_{\text{VD, half}}}{V_{\text{DD}}} = \frac{2C_{\text{hold}}C_{\text{finger}}(2C_{\text{base}} + 2C_{\text{hold}} + C_{\text{finger}})}{(C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}})^2(C_{\text{finger}} + C_{\text{base}} + C_{\text{hold}})^2}
\]
CVD SCANNING WITH ACTIVE GUARD

The CVD scan is measuring total capacitance, so as the base capacitance of a sensor decreases, the change in signal caused by a user’s finger will increase. Active guards are a way of minimizing the base capacitance by reducing the electric potential between the sensor and its surrounding environment.

When designing the guard for an application, the best solution is to encircle the sensor and its trace completely. If this is not possible, particular care should be taken at any point where a low-impedance source comes near to the sensor. Communication lines, motor drive lines, ground planes, and power planes are examples of traces that should be kept away from capacitive sensors. The guard trace should be placed between the sensor and these sources. However, you do not want to place the guard between the user and the sensor, as this will shield the sensor from the effect of the approaching finger.

FIGURE 11: ELECTRIC FIELD LINES WITH AND WITHOUT A GUARD TRACE
Guard Trace Design Guidelines

When designing a guard, here are some guidelines to keep in mind:

One guard trace can be used for all sensors. Sensors are scanned sequentially, so the guard can be actively driven for the sensor being currently scanned without affecting the others.

Any power planes or low-impedance traces should be guarded from the sensor.

Around the sensor’s pad, the guard’s trace should be about 1 mm thick and separated from the sensor by 2-3 mm.

Following the sensor’s trace back to the PIC device’s pin, the guard’s trace can be same thickness as the sensor’s trace: 0.1-0.3 mm. The separation of the guard trace from the sensor trace can be as small as 0.5 mm.

The standard method for guarding involves using a unity-gain amplifier to buffer the sensor’s waveform onto a surrounding trace. This is more expensive than necessary since there are two available options for driving the guard signal that do not require external components.

Guarding with Any I/O Pin

Any I/O pin can be used to drive the CVD guard signal, as shown in Figure 12. The waveform is not perfectly matched, so the efficiency of the guard will be decreased. However, testing has shown this method provides 50-70% of the benefits of a perfectly matched guard and is definitely worth the cost of a single pin.

A series resistor can be added to the guard to increase its time constant when charged and discharged. The better the guard waveform can be designed to match the sensor’s waveform, the less electric potential is seen by the sensor and the better its sensitivity.

This implementation is slightly inefficient due to a one-instruction cycle timing difference between the output of the guard and the connection of the two capacitors. (See the example code implementation in the appendix.) This time difference could be overcome by using a hardware timer and a PWM output to synchronize the guard’s change in potential with the connection of the two capacitors. Due to the tuning required for this configuration based on Fosc, no example code is provided.

FIGURE 12: I/O DRIVEN GUARD WAVEFORM
Guarding with the DACOUT Pin

If the DACOUT pin is used to drive the guard signal as shown in Figure 13, the sensor’s waveform can be much more closely matched by choosing the settling value of the DAC during the two Acquisition stages. This method provides 70-90% of the benefits of a perfectly matched guard. If the DACOUT pin is available, this is the recommended method to use. If DACOUT is not available, using an I/O driven guard is the next best option.

The benefits of the guard could be further enhanced by using the individual CVD settling values for Sample A and Sample B to constantly tune the DAC to the closest matching output voltage for each. For a 10-bit ADC and a 5-bit DAC, this can be achieved by simply right-shifting the ADC result by 5 bits and using it as the DACOUT settling voltage on the next sample.

FIGURE 13: DACOUT-DRIVEN GUARD WAVEFORM
CVD SCANNING WITH MUTUAL DRIVER

The CVD sensing method was designed to measure relative changes in capacitance; however, high-impedance traces like capacitive sensors will also be affected by nearby low-impedance sources such as ground/power planes, antennas, and high-frequency digital traces.

The purpose of an active-guard trace is to minimize the electric potential of the environment as seen by the sensor. As discussed in the guard section of this application note, this increases the sensitivity of the sensor to capacitive changes.

The purpose of a mutually-driven trace, however, is to detect a change in coupling between the high-impedance capacitive sensor and the low-impedance mutual signal.

Mutual Drive Usage Scenarios

There are two main situations where a mutual drive signal is advantageous to a design:

- If a piece of metal has the possibility of physically touching the sensor, driving the metal with a mutual signal will eliminate glitches on the sensor’s reading when the short occurs.
  (For example, the metal layer on a metal-over-capacitive system. This is not required, but beneficial if the metal layer can short to the sensor.)
- If the target being detected is isolated from the sensor’s ground reference, placing a mutual drive near the sensor will allow the application to detect changes in the permittivity between the sensor and the mutual drive.

Theory of Operation

The mutual drive signal is a square wave that is driven low during all of Sample A, and high during all of Sample B. (So it is in-phase with the external sensor’s starting voltage for each sample.) This is shown in Figure 14.

Two effects will be measured by the capacitive sensor when performing any CVD waveform:

1. The capacitance of the sensor will be measured as normal due to the typical CVD waveform physics.
   - **Sample A** will decrease in value when the capacitance increases.
   - **Sample B** will increase in value when the capacitance increases.

2. The coupling of the sensor to the mutual drive will also be measured.
   - **Sample A** will decrease in value when the coupling increases.
   - **Sample B** will increase in value when the coupling increases.

Without the mutual drive, increased coupling between that trace and the sensor would cause conflicts between the two effects taking place.

For example, if the trace were driven to VSS at all times, then increased coupling would cause Sample B to decrease its settling voltage. At the same time, increased capacitance will cause Sample B to increase its settling voltage. Since these two effects tend to happen at the same time, there is a conflict between which direction to shift and sensitivity is lost. There will also be strange behaviors on the sensor’s signal when one effect overpowers the other.

Note: More information about Microchip’s Metal-Over-Capacitive designs can be found in application note AN1325, “mTouch™ Metal-Over-Cap Technology”, which can be found on our web site at www.microchip.com/mTouch.
FIGURE 14: I/O-DRIVEN MUTUAL COUPLING WAVEFORM

As the coupling between the mutual drive trace and the capacitive sensor increases, the direction of shift caused by the increased coupling will match the direction of shift caused by increased capacitance. This will maximize the level of sensitivity on the sensor and avoids conflicting influences.
HARDWARE CVD

Some select PIC® devices contain an advanced ADC module capable of generating the CVD waveform in hardware.

Examples include:
- PIC16(L)F1512/3
  - 17 analog channels
- PIC12LF1552
  - 4 analog channels

The hardware module allows program space to be saved in your application by not having to implement a dedicated scan routine for each sensor. It also reduces the required execution time of the mTouch sensing service routine, which increases the number of other functions the application can perform. Because the scan is performed in hardware, the CPU is free to execute other algorithms, while the hardware manages the scanning method.

Features

The hardware CVD module adds functionality to the typical 10-bit ADC available on PIC16 enhanced core devices.
- Highly configurable automatic differential CVD waveform generation on any analog channel
- Two sets of ADC result registers for storing the Sample A and Sample B results
- Software adjustable internal ADC capacitance from +0pF to +28pF in increments of 4pF
- Automatic conversion trigger based on timers and/or the CCP module
- Optional pin connection to the internal ADC bus for external visibility
- Configurable precharge and acquisition waveform timing
- Synchronous guard ring drive outputs using one or two pins

Module Configuration

AADCON0 must enable the ADC module.

AADCON1 must set the conversion clock according to the current Fosc value. See the device’s data sheet for more information on how to do this for your application. The recommended positive reference is always Vdd.

AADCON2 determines if there are any triggers that cause the GO/DONE bit of the ADC to be set automatically. If so, it is recommended to enable GIE, PEIE, and ADIE and use the ADIF flag within the Interrupt Service Routine to process the result. The ADIF flag must be cleared manually.

AADCON3 manipulates the CVD waveform. ADEPPOL and ADIPPOL should be set to opposite values to ensure the Precharge stage works correctly.

The waveforms in this application note correspond to ADEPPOL = 0 and ADIPPOL = 1, though the opposite would also work. ADDSEN should be set high to enable the second sample. ADIPEN should be set high to invert the second sample and achieve a differential waveform rather than two copies of ‘Sample A’.

AADPRE must contain a value larger than 0. It should be set to ensure more than enough time to fully charge both external and internal capacitors. See the Timing Considerations section of this application note for more information.

AADACQ must contain a value larger than 0. It should be set to the minimum value allowing both capacitors to settle completely. See the Timing Considerations section of this application note for more information.

AADGRD can optionally be used to enable a synchronous guard on one or two pins. See the device’s data sheet for more information on how to do this for your application.

AADCAP can be used to increase the internal ADC hold capacitance. This is beneficial only when the external sensor has a capacitance that is larger than the internal capacitor. The external capacitor is larger than the internal capacitor when the Sample A settling voltage is smaller than Vdd/2.) The value of AADCAP should ideally be adjusted until the settling voltage matches Vdd/2.

Theory of Operation

Due to the automatic nature of this process, C code may be used to drive the waveform when using this module. Assembly is the only recommended programming method for implementing CVD manually.

After the module is configured and the GO/DONE bit is set, the ADC module will execute the CVD state machine and perform two conversions. The GO/DONE bit is cleared and the ADIF bit is set only after both conversions are complete.

The results of both conversions are stored in matching sets of result registers: AADRES0 and AADRES1. (There are four total 8-bit registers where the values are placed: AADRES0L, AADRES0H, AADRES1L, and AADRES1H.)
EXAMPLE 1: HARDWARE CVD MODULE INITIALIZATION AND USAGE

```c
void InitHardwareADC(void)
{
    AADCON0bits.ADON    = 1;
    // Right aligned, Vref = Vdd
    AADCON1bits.ADFM    = 1;
    AADCON1bits.ADCS    = 0b101;
    AADCON1bits.ADPREF  = 0b00;
    // No trigger selected
    ADCON2bits.TRIGSEL  = 0b000;
    // Sample A: External Vss, Internal Vdd
    AADCON3bits.ADEPPOL = 0;
    AADCON3bits.ADIPOL  = 1;
    AADCON3bits.ADDSEN  = 1;
    AADCON3bits.ADIPEN  = 1;
    AADCON3bits.ADOLEN  = 0;
    AADCON3bits.ADOEN   = 0;
    AADCON3bits.ADOOEN  = 0;
    AADDRE  = PRECHARGE_DELAY;
    AADACQ  = SETTLING_DELAY;
    // Single-Guard-Pin enabled
    AADGRDbits.GRDAOE   = 1;
    AADGRDbits.GRDBOE   = 0;
    AADGRDbits.GRDPOL   = 0;
    // 4pf additional ADC capacitance
    ADCAPbits.ADDCAP    = 0b00001;
}
void ServiceHardwareADC(void)
{
    AADCON0bits.CHS    = 0b00000;
    AADCON0bits.GO     = 1;
    while(AADCON0bits.GO); 
    differentialResult  = AADRES1 | 0x0400;
    differentialResult  -= AADRES0;
}
```

SUMMARY

The capacitive voltage division (CVD) sensing method is a powerful, low-cost technique for sensing relative changes in capacitance.

The basic scan configuration works well for a majority of applications and requires the fewest components of any solution on the market. Advanced features, such as guard traces and mutual coupling drives, allow any system to achieve a quality signal-to-noise ratio as long as smart design decisions are made.

For more information about Microchip’s mTouch™ sensing techniques and the recommended hardware design guidelines to maximize noise robustness, visit our web site at [www.microchip.com/mTouch](http://www.microchip.com/mTouch).
APPENDIX A – CODE EXAMPLES

Example: DAC as Reference

This code example implements the CVD waveform using the DAC as the reference voltage source for the internal hold capacitor, rather than a separate analog channel. In single-sensor applications, this prevents the scan from dedicating a pin as the reference.

SAMPLE A:

```c
#define PIC_DACCON0_VDD        0xC0
#define PIC_DACCON1_VDD        0x1F
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC  0x79
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0  0x01
#define SENSOR_LAT             LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS            TRISA
#define SENSOR_PIN             0

; Initialize the DAC for 'VDD' Reference
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON0_VDD
movwf DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON1_VDD
movwf DACCON1

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf ADCON0

movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; Optional additional and/or variable delay
NOP

; Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0

; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
NOP
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0, 1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample B
bsf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN ; (LAT)
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

SAMPLE B:

```c
#define PIC_DACCON0_VSS        0x00
#define PIC_DACCON1_VSS        0x00
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC  0x79
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0  0x01
#define SENSOR_LAT             LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS            TRISA
#define SENSOR_PIN             0

; Initialize the DAC for 'VSS' Reference
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON0_VSS
movwf DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON1_VSS
movwf DACCON1

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf ADCON0

movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; Optional additional and/or variable delay
NOP

; Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0

; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
NOP
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0, 1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for next Sample A
bsf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN ; (LAT)
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

The differences between Sample A and Sample B have been bolded and colored in red.
Example: Sensor as Reference

This code example implements the CVD waveform using another analog channel as the reference voltage source for the internal hold capacitor. This is the lowest power scanning option since the DAC is not required.

**SAMPLE A:**

```c
#define SENSOR_LAT LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS TRISA
#define SENSOR_PIN 0
#define REFERENCE_LAT LATA
#define REFERENCE_PIN 1
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0 0x01
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1 0x05

; Initialize AN1 as the Reference Source
BANKSEL REFERENCE_LAT
bsf REFERENCE_LAT, REFERENCE_PIN

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1
movwf ADCON0
movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; Optional additional and/or variable delay
NOP

; Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0

; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
NOP
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0,1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample B
bsf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN ; (LAT)
bcf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

The differences between Sample A and Sample B have been bolded and colored in red.

**SAMPLE B:**

```c
#define SENSOR_LAT LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS TRISA
#define SENSOR_PIN 0
#define REFERENCE_LAT LATA
#define REFERENCE_PIN 1
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0 0x01
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1 0x05

; Initialize AN1 as the Reference Source
BANKSEL REFERENCE_LAT
bcf REFERENCE_LAT, REFERENCE_PIN

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1
movwf ADCON0
movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; Optional additional and/or variable delay
NOP

; Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0

; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
NOP
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0,1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample A
bcf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN ; (LAT)
bcf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```
Example: Double-CVD Waveform with DAC as Reference

This code example implements the Double-CVD waveform using the DAC as the reference voltage source for the internal ADC hold capacitance.

**SAMPLE A:**

```assembly
; Initialize the DAC for 'VDD' Reference
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON0_VDD
movwf DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON1_VDD
movwf DACCON1

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf ADCON0
movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; First Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN   ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0
NOP   ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
; Recharge the internal ADC capacitance
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf ADCON0
NOP   ; Optional, variable delay
; Second Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
movwf ADCON0
NOP   ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0, 1
; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample B
bsf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN   ; (LAT)
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

**SAMPLE B:**

```assembly
; Initialize the DAC for 'VSS' Reference
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON0_VSS
movwf DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON1_VSS
movwf DACCON1

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf ADCON0
movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; First Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
movwf ADCON0
NOP   ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
; Recharge the internal ADC capacitance
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf ADCON0
NOP   ; Optional, variable delay
; Second Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
movwf ADCON0
NOP   ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0, 1
; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample A
bsf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN   ; (LAT)
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```
Example: Half-CVD Waveform with DAC as Reference

This method requires an unimplemented ADC channel to store the ADC's charge.

**SAMPLE A:**

```asm
#define PIC_DACCON0_VDD 0xC0
#define PIC_DACCON1_VDD 0x1F
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC 0x79
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0 0x01
#define SENSOR_LAT LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS TRISA
#define SENSOR_PIN 0

; Initialize the DAC for 'VDD' Reference
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON0_VDD
movwf DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON1_VDD
movwf DACCON1

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf ADCON0
movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSROl
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSROH

; First Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0
NOP
NOP ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP

; Recharge the external capacitance
movlw PIC_ADCON0_UNIMP_CH
movwf ADCON0
bcf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
NOP ; Optional, variable delay

; Second Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0
NOP
NOP ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/NDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0, 1
NOP ; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay

; Precharge Sensor for Sample B
bsf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN ; (LAT)
bcf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
btsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

**SAMPLE B:**

```asm
#define PIC_DACCON0_VSS 0x00
#define PIC_DACCON1_VSS 0x00
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC 0x79
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0 0x01
#define SENSOR_LAT LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS TRISA
#define SENSOR_PIN 0

; Initialize the DAC for 'VSS' Reference
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON0_VSS
movwf DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON1_VSS
movwf DACCON1

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf ADCON0
movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSROl
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSROH

; First Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0
NOP
NOP ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP

; Recharge the external capacitance
movlw PIC_ADCON0_UNIMP_CH
movwf ADCON0
bcf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
NOP ; Optional, variable delay

; Second Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0
NOP
NOP ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/NDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0, 1
NOP ; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay

; Precharge Sensor for Sample B
bcf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN ; (LAT)
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
btsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```
EXAMPLE: I/O Driven Guard

This code example implements the CVD waveform using another sensor as the reference voltage source for the internal hold capacitor and a dedicated I/O pin for the guard signal.

SAMPLE A:
```c
#define SENSOR_LAT       LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS      TRISA
#define SENSOR_PIN       0
#define REFERENCE_LAT    LATA
#define REFERENCE_PIN    1
#define GUARD_LAT        LATA
#define GUARD_PIN        2
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0 0x01
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1 0x05

; Initialize AN1 as the Reference Source
BANKSEL REFERENCE_LAT
bsf    REFERENCE_LAT, REFERENCE_PIN

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1
movwf ADCON0
movlw LOW GUARD_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH GUARD_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; Optional additional and/or variable delay
NOP

; Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf   INDF1, GUARD_PIN    ; Guard
bsf   INDF0, SENSOR_PIN   ; TRIS
movwf ADCON0

; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
NOP
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf   ADCON0 ,1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample B
BANKSEL SENSOR_LAT
bsf   SENSOR_LAT, SENSOR_PIN
bcf   INDF0, SENSOR_PIN   ; (TRIS)

BANKSEL ADCON0
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

SAMPLE B:
```c
#define SENSOR_LAT       LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS      TRISA
#define SENSOR_PIN       0
#define REFERENCE_LAT    LATA
#define REFERENCE_PIN    1
#define GUARD_LAT        LATA
#define GUARD_PIN        2
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0 0x01
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1 0x05

; Initialize AN1 as the Reference Source
BANKSEL REFERENCE_LAT
bcf    REFERENCE_LAT, REFERENCE_PIN

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1
movwf ADCON0
movlw LOW GUARD_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH GUARD_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; Optional additional and/or variable delay
NOP

; Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf   INDF1, GUARD_PIN    ; Guard
bsf   INDF0, SENSOR_PIN   ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0

; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP
NOP
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf   ADCON0 ,1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample A
BANKSEL SENSOR_LAT
bcf   SENSOR_LAT, SENSOR_PIN
bcf   INDF0, SENSOR_PIN   ; (TRIS)

BANKSEL ADCON0
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

The differences between Sample A and Sample B have been bolded and colored in red. Notice that the steps remain the same except the initialization of the voltage references and the guard drive.
EXAMPLE: DACOUT Driven Guard

SAMPLE A:

```c
#define PIC_DACCON0_VDD 0xC0
#define PIC_DACCON1_VDD 0x1F
#define PIC_DACCON1_SETTLE_A 0x0E
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC 0x79
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1 0x05
#define SENSOR_LAT LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS TRISA
#define SENSOR_PIN 1
#define DACOUT_LAT LATA
#define DACOUT_PIN 0

; Initialize the DAC for 'VDD' Reference
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON0_VDD
movwf DACCON0

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
movlw LOW ADCON0
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH ADCON0
movwf FSR1H

movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf INDF1

movlw sensor_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH sensor_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

NOP ; Optional delay

; Acquisition Stage
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf INDF1

movlw PIC_DACCON1_SETTLE_A
movwf DACCON1 ; Set value
bsf DACCON0, DACOE ; Enable DACOUT

NOP ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf INDF1, 1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample B
BANKSEL SENSOR_LAT
bsf SENSOR_LAT, SENSOR_PIN

BANKSEL DACCON0
bsf DACCON0, DACOE ; Disable DACOUT

BANKSEL DACCON0
bsf DACCON0, DACOE ; Disable DACOUT

BANKSEL DACOUT_LAT
bsf DACOUT_LAT, DACOUT_PIN

btfsc INDF1, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

SAMPLE B:

```c
#define PIC_DACCON0_VSS 0x00
#define PIC_DACCON1_VSS 0x00
#define PIC_DACCON1_SETTLE_B 0x10

; Initialize the DAC for 'VSS' Reference
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_DACCON0_VSS
movwf DACCON0

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
movlw LOW ADCON0
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH ADCON0
movwf FSR1H

movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_DAC
movwf INDF1

movlw LOW sensor_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH sensor_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

NOP ; Optional delay

; Acquisition Stage
BANKSEL DACCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf INDF1

movlw PIC_DACCON1_SETTLE_B
movwf DACCON1 ; Set value
bsf DACCON0, DACOE ; Enable DACOUT

NOP ; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf INDF1, 1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample A
BANKSEL SENSOR_LAT
bsf SENSOR_LAT, SENSOR_PIN

BANKSEL DACCON0
bsf DACCON0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)

BANKSEL DACCON0
bsf DACCON0, DACOE ; Disable DACOUT

BANKSEL DACCON0
bsf DACCON0, DACOE ; Disable DACOUT

BANKSEL DACOUT_LAT
bsf DACOUT_LAT, DACOUT_PIN

btfsc INDF1, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```
Example: CVD Sampling Using a Sensor as the Reference and a Mutual Drive

**SAMPLE A:**

```c
#define SENSOR_LAT   LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS  TRISA
#define REFERENCE_LAT LATA
#define REFERENCE_PIN 1
#define MUTUAL_LAT  LATA
#define MUTUAL_PIN  2
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0 0x01
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1 0x05

; Initialize AN1 as the Reference Source
BANKSEL REFERENCE_LAT
bsf REFERENCE_LAT, REFERENCE_PIN

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1
movwf ADCON0

movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; Optional additional and/or variable delay
NOP

; Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0

; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0,1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample B
bsf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN ; (LAT)
bcf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)

; Prepare Mutual Drive for Sample B
BANKSEL MUTUAL_LAT
bsf MUTUAL_LAT, MUTUAL_PIN

BANKSEL ADCON0
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

**SAMPLE B:**

```c
#define SENSOR_LAT   LATA
#define SENSOR_TRIS  TRISA
#define REFERENCE_LAT LATA
#define REFERENCE_PIN 1
#define MUTUAL_LAT  LATA
#define MUTUAL_PIN  2
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0 0x01
#define PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1 0x05

; Initialize AN1 as the Reference Source
BANKSEL REFERENCE_LAT
bsf REFERENCE_LAT, REFERENCE_PIN

; Precharge ADC Capacitor
BANKSEL ADCON0
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN1
movwf ADCON0

movlw LOW SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_LAT
movwf FSR1H
movlw LOW SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0L
movlw HIGH SENSOR_TRIS
movwf FSR0H

; Optional additional and/or variable delay
NOP

; Acquisition Stage
movlw PIC_ADCON0_SELECT_AN0
bsf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)
movwf ADCON0

; Acquisition / Settling Delay
NOP

; Perform the ADC Conversion (GO/nDONE = 1)
bsf ADCON0,1

; (Recommended) 0.5 TAD Delay
NOP

; Precharge Sensor for Sample A
bsf INDF1, SENSOR_PIN ; (LAT)
bcf INDF0, SENSOR_PIN ; (TRIS)

; Prepare Mutual Drive for Sample A
BANKSEL MUTUAL_LAT
bsf MUTUAL_LAT, MUTUAL_PIN

BANKSEL ADCON0
btfsc ADCON0, 1
goto $-1

; Result stored in ADRESL and ADRESH
```

The differences between Sample A and Sample B have been bolded and colored in red. Notice that the steps remain the same except the initialization of the voltage references and the mutual drive direction.
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